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The easyblist™ DB500
Take the strain and pain out of de-blistering - the DB500 is the
fastest, hassle-free free way to de-blister your medication.
This small desktop machine is the very
latest innovation for pharmacies. It has
been designed to transform the time
consuming and often painful task of
de-blistering medication from
manufacturer packs.
Our DB500 not only reduces the risk of
repetitive injuries and sore fingers from
manually de-blistering medication but
it’s also quick to calibrate for different
medication packs with no tools needed.

Designed to de-blister almost all of
the medication packs used in today’s
pharmacy, the DB500 can de-blister up
to 280 capsules or tablets per minute. It’ s
simple to clean and maintain too.
The DB500 is completely safe and
comes with a safety clamp to secure
the unit to your workstation when
in use. MTS provide a comprehensive
DVD and instructional manual to help
you use the machine with confidence.
It’s so straightforward to use that
operators can be trained in a matter
of minutes.
Code: 100-62M

“Our systems enhance
the safety, security
and efficiency of your
pharmacy.”
Don’t hesitate to contact us if you’d like to discuss our
products and services. We’d love to hear from you.

www.mts-mt.co.uk
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The easyblist™ DB500
Features and Benefits

State of the art design
and engineering. Proven
efficiency. Relatively low
unit cost and requires no
power supply. Robust and
quality materials.

www.mts-mt.co.uk

Easy to adjust. Accommodates
different sizes of tablets and
capsules. Feed pack in different
orientations.

Unique foil catcher try to prevent
contamination and allow operator
to continually feed the machine.
Can be positioned to allow
discarded foils to fall into a bin.

Mesh insert tray to catch
de-blistered medication and
allow foil fragments, dust and
debris to fall through the holes
reducing contamination.

Three setting pressure bar for
improved versatility. Can deblister products up to 20mm in
size. Desktop unit that includes
handles for easy manoeuvrability.

Attractive simple design. Easily
cleaned and comes complete
with wire brush and pick set to
remove debris. Includes tools for
initial assembly.

Can de-blister up to 20 foil packs
per minute. Full and effective
deblistering.

